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Project Challenges 
12 Geographical Districts 
 75 SME’s Utilized 
Approximately 6,000 Monitored Items 
327 Bridges with Pedestrian Sidewalks 
467 Pedestrian Buttons & Signal Heads 
2364 Facility Related Items  
2601 Curb Ramps  
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Key Benefits to XYZAgency 
Result of 65% reduction of SME utilization (from 75-26) 
Incorporate inspection items into existing work, decreasing the duplication of efforts 
Result overall rework reduction by 79% (from 88% to 18%)   
166% first time quality rate improvement (from 30% to 82%) 
Result of 50% decrease in processing time  (from 16-8 weeks) 
How we got there….. 
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5S of SME utilization 
process 
Result of 65% reduction of SME 
utilization (from 75-26). 
Incorporate inspection 
items into existing work 
(Standard Work) 
Future Goals: Eventual overall 92% 
reduction of SME's utilized (from 
75-6). 
Reduce the amount of 
rework (current 88%) 
  
Standard work creation 
Result overall rework reduction by 
79% (from 88% to 18%).   
Train utilized SME's 
1st time quality rate improvement 
(from 30% to 82%). 
How we are going to sustain it… 
Where we go from here… 
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